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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN OF SMALL CYCLOTRONS 

Louis Wouters 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

October 21, 1949 

The remarks which follow describe in some detail the steps necessary in 

the design and fabrication of small cyclotronso Magnet design and supply, 

tank design, the oscillator and early operational details are discussed and 

schematic drawings are appended. 

Magnet Design 

For most economical performance, it is of course desirable to operate the 

magnet iron near saturation; most soft irons begin saturating in the vicinity 

of 16 kilogauss, though some may be operated as high as 21 kilogauss. This 

figure, however, is not indicative of the field obtainable in the gapo In 

addition to the flux passing through the gap proper, this is caused by 

appreciable leakage flux a round the periphery of the gap and around the coils 

thems~lveso Thus the additional flux causes the pole cores to start saturating 

well before the field in the gap proper reaches the saturation value, The 

amount of leakage flux depends on the gap proportions roughly in the following 

way~ 

Ratio ~ Hei~?:ht Multiplying Factor 
Gap Diameter 

1/2 2 

1/4 L5 1 Region of 

l/10 1.2 
small cyclotrons 

The required number of ampere-turns is calculated from the indicated formula 

on the Magnet Design Sheet, Table I, using the total gauss passing through the 
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return yoke, that is~ the field in the gap multiplied by this factor. It 

is also assumed that the length of the pole cores and the distance from pole 

cores to return yokes is at least twice and preferably three times the gap 

height. Actually, in small cyclotrons, the required coil space necess1.tates 

dimensions ffiJCh that these conditions are readily met. 

As was implied nbove, saturation should preferably occur in the pole 

cores only' the return yoke must accordingly be designed so thAt its total 

cross sectional area is a ~ood deal greater than that of the cores, say, 

at least 25 percent greater. It is jmportant that the contact surfaces 

between yoke pieces and between yoke and pole cores be flush to eliminate 

additional air gaps. The pole core fastenings and coil fastenings should 

be compatible with the forces as calculated from the Design Sheet. 

The coils shonld be wound so that that they occupy approximately a 

rectangular cross section around the poles as shown in Fig. l, Either 

too flat or too tall a coil intercepts more leakage flux and thus wastes 

turns o 

The Design Sheet also provides formulae for calculation of coil resistance 

and·heating. It is generally advisable to operate close-wound naturally air

cooled co1.ls at a current density not exceeding 750 amps per square inch of 

conductor area. For intermittent operation this may be raised to 1000 amps 

per sq, in. If additional cooling is provided, as described belo"'' this 

figure may be increased still f1rrther. Most coil designs favor large conductor 

areas and correspondingly high amperages; this reduces total voltage and 

simplified both the insulation and the winding problems. 

As an example of small magnet design, the 6-inch cyclotron shown in 

Fig. 2 has a yoke of area considerably greater than the core area) available 

standard mJ.ld steel bars dictated the indicated dimensions. The yoke 

frame is welded at the four corners; the cores are each held to the yokes 

by f~~r long 3/4 in. bolts threaded directly into the core iron, which is 

v 
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6 in·. round stock. 

The two ~oils were wound using available #13 D.S.C. wire, each coil 

consisting of three flat pancake windings of 1000 turns apiece, for a total 

of 6000 turns.. Each pancake is 1 3/4 in. thick, 6 in. I. D. and 14 in. O.D., 

and is wound toroidally with a layer of .005 in. silk or empire cloth tape. 

These windings saturate the iron (~20 KG) at somewhat less than ten amperes; 

at this current the temperature becomes excessive in less than an hour. 

Three coils are assembled onto the upper pole piece which is already in 

place on the yoke frame, with the lower pole piece removed, They can be 

held in place by insulated brass clamping bars bolted to the upper yoke 

piece. The other three coils are placed on the lower pole piece which is 

then slid into position and bolted down; similar coil clamping can be used. 

Cooling plates could be inserted between each coil layer as well as on top 

and bottom of each coil assembly, These consist of flat donuts of 1/16 in. 

copper sheet, with a 6 in. I.D. cut-out and 15 in. O.D., having a 1/4 in. 

copper pipe soldered to the outer edges. During operation cold water is 

run through this set of pipes; together with a large fan for general circu=· 

laLi.on, such coils should operate steadily at 1300 amps per sq. in. 

Summary of Initial Ste~ 

1. Decide on desired pole gap and diameter. 

2. Calculate required ampere turns taking into account leakage flux. 

3. Decide on conductor size as dictated by available power supply or 

wire; depending on the type of cooling used, this fixes the opera~ 

ting current and, hence, the number of turns. 

)_., From geometrical considerations, design an approximately rectangular 

coil. 

5. Design the magnet to fit around the gap and coils, leaving Pnough 

clearance between coils for accessibility to the tank in the gap. 

Check on flux leakage cd.teria as mentioned above. 
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It is well to go through these initial steps for several different designs. 

:r.1agnet Supply 

For magnets of this size, a variety of supplies are available. Among 

the more convenient are the motor-generator set and the selenium-oxide rectifier 

unit. 

The motor-generator set is most easily available since almost any d.c. arc 

welding outf:it can be modified for this purpose. Current control should 

always be inserted in the fi!=!ld exciting ·trrinding. The magnet coil circuit must 

never be broken at high currents, of course, unless adequate surge protection 

is provided. This can consist of a thyrite resistor unit or an electrolytic 

tank of suitable size. 

The selenium-oxide unit has no moving parts and will last almost indefi

nitely, but is more expensive. Current can be controlled by means of a variac 

installed in the a.c. power linea 

The literature is replete with a variety of circuits for operating 

devices of this type and power ratingo 

Tank Design 

In this size range, it is possible to use either glass or metal systems; 

the availability of reliable high speed pumps make th£> latter more attractive. 

The six-inch cyclotron tank as shown in Fig. 3 will be used as an example of 

a suitable arrangement of components. 

The top and bottom of the vacuum chamber should be thin, circular steel 

plates (not much larger than the pole diameter), in order to decrease the 

magnetic gap as much as possible. To prevent field bypassing, the tank wall 

must be non-magnetic, preferably brass; the bottom plate is soldered to this 

wall. This is convenient from the standpoint of assembly of the other 

components. The top plate is sealed by means of a quite orthodox rubber seal. 
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The various operating elements are held in position and sealed through 

the tank wall by means of compression seals, a typical one bPing illustrated 

in the sketch in Fig. 3. The sr->al support pipes are soldered directly into 

holps in the tank wall. 

The vacuum pump connection simply has a 1/2 in. glass pi.pe passing 

through the seal, opening into the tank. Evacuation is done progressively 

by a small mechanical pump, a mercury or oil diffusion pump, and a 

liquid air trap. Vacuum system techniques similar to those used in any 

physics laboratory are adequate here. An ioniz.ation gauge is the most 

flexible and reliable means of measuring high vacuum, and is sufficiently 

accurate. For low vacuum either a McLeod or Thermocouple gauge is used. 

For operation, a preliminary vacuum of about lo-5 rnrn hg should be attained; 

during "bakeout" pressure should not exceed ,....,lo=3 rnrn. Operation as a 

cyclotron can be attempted with a pressure of lo-4 rnm or less with all 

r.f. and source power applied. 

The ion source connection consists of a 1/2 in. pyrex tube passing 

through another compression sPal for a distance of 1/4 inch into the tank. 

This provides insulation for two heavy (.060 in. to .100 in.) tungsten 

wires which enter through a press seal at the outer end of the glass tube. 

These wires are spaced by small ceramic (lavite) spacers; immediately beyond 

the glass tube the wires bend down and follow close to the tank bottom, to 

avoid interfering with the beam orbits. At the center of the tank, a fila

ment is spot welded to these leads. In the past, an automobile headlight 

filament has been used, but the breakage has been high. A somewhat heavier 

wire seems appropriate, perhaps .025 in. tungsten. This filament rests on a 

small flat ceramic square which fits into the mica sheet as shown in the 

sketch 1 the latter is fastened to the tank bottom by means of a drop of 

sealing wax at the two corners awal from the dee and filament. The hydrogen 

inlet is a small tubulation in the side of the glass tube; the hydrogen flow 



can be controlled by means of a needle valve having a lvng tapering needle 

fitting into a long tapered seaL Alternative methods employ the leakage of 

gas past a loose fitting thready the flow being controlled by the number of 

engaged threads of scu:1-1, or, as in the case of the 6~inch cyclotron, t.hf'>. use 

of a palladium metal valve, in which flow is controlled by the diffusion rate 

of hydrogen through thin electrically heated palladium. (These latter valves 

are possibly available from either General Electric or R. C. A.) 

A ~02) in. tungsten filament requires about 25 amps d.c. at a few volts 

for operation, which can be readily obta].ned, for instance, from a heavy duty 

battery charger floating across a storage battery. The storage battery acts 

as a very large filter condenser~ being necessary to prevent violent vibration 

of the filament system which would result from unfiltered ripple. Current 

control is obtained by means of a series resistor. There must also be supplied 

the d.c. arc voltage and current, which appears as a negative bias between 

filament and tank ground. At normal operating pressures of lo-4 mm H2, between 

1/2 to 2 arnps at 100 to )00 volts will be required. 

The target connection is simply a 1/8 in. brass rod passing through a 

greased compression seal. The inner end is threaded, so that small metal 

targets may be mounted there. 

The dee connection must be carefully insulated' this is accomplished by 

slipping a 1/4 in. pyrex tube completely over the 3/16 in. copper dee support 

rod from the dee edge to at least 2 inchf'ls bf'yond the seal. The compression 

seal then seals to this glass tube, and a separate seal is made at the outer 

end of the glass tube by slipping a short section of greased 3/16 in. rubber 

tubing over that end as shown in the sketch. The dee is six inches across 

and l/4 inch high and is made of l/32 in. copper sheet except for the edge 

strip which is 1/16 in. copper. In this unit, it is further supported by 

a. l/4 in" quartz stand-off under each corner. The r .f. dee voltage may be as 

high as 3 kv, which voltage is supplied by an oscillator such as that des

cribed in the next section, 
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The general tank arrangement need not follow the indicated layout~ 

however, mechanical convenience requires more or less opposite placement 

of dee and ion source stems. It is also convenient to place the other 

seals to one side of the dee and source center line, so as to facilitate 

ineerting the final tank assembly into the magnet gap. 

An unusual feature is the "single-dee" construction; this has many 

advantages in simplifying tank and oscillator construction, The "other dee" 

is, of course, the tank proper. Better ion focussing can be obtained by 

installing a "dummy" grounded dee edge symmetric to the insulated dee, but 

this is a refinement which should be attempted only after the apparatus is 

operative. 

The Oscillator 

The accompanying circuit as- shown in Fig. 4 has been employed success

fully in this ~ervice; it is a grounded grid HartlPy. We have found that the 

greatest oroblem with any oscillator circuit lies in confining the r.f. current 

to the desired paths. Neither a circuit nor a layout can sho1or this realisti.cally; 

however, it is easier to confine the r.f, currents to the diagrammed circuit in 

the case of the grounded-grid Hartley than in most other circuits. The dee-to

ground capacity appears as the major portion of the capacitance in the LC tank 

circuit, which must be calculated taking this into account; cl acts as a trimmer 

to adjust the frequency more precisely. A step-up in r.f. voltage is achieved 

by tapping down the plate connection. Note that neither side of the power 

:supply can be grounded, thenegative side rising up to the grid bias potential 

as the oscillator starts up. 

In making the r.f. connections, it is important to provide _short, broad 

paths for current flow, especially in the ground circuits. A good design is to 

mount the tubP through a large hole in a copper ground sheet such that this 

sheet is at the level of the grid terminal. The connection to that tube termi

nal can be simply a sturdy dip mounted directly on the edge of this ground 
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sheet; the ground sheet can then extend np to the tank well. The coil, chokes 

and condenser may be grouped roughly as shown in the schematic layout in Fig. 5. 

While the tube shonld be placed as close to the tank as possible, it must yet 

be kept away from the magnetic field. 

The rad iofrequency voltage can be measured directly, if desired, by means 

of a V.T. Diode Voltmeter (employing, for instance, a high-voltage, high-vacuum 

diode made for the purpose) connected to the lead to the dee. 

General Precautions 

The voltages employed on the various cyclotron components are deadly; 

proper precautions must be taken, even during preliminary testing, to insure 

safety to personnel. Interlock switches on the power supply covers and ground

ing hooks in the vicinity of the cyclotron must be provided. A well-grounded 

copper screen box around the oscillator will help keep the r.f, from interfering 

with the other circuitso 

The sample general circnit lRyout gives an idea of the space and electrical 

requirements. All circuits connected to tank elements should have adeouate 

choking and bypassing to prevent r.f. from reaching the meters and supply lines. 

The operating controls and meters, especially those connected to magnet, source 

and r.f. power, should be readily adjustable and easily shut off, as by push 

button control circuits. 

Prior to final tank assembly, preliminary washing of the parts in CCl4 is 

recommended to remove organic matter. It is wise to avoid undue exposure _to 

carbon tetrachloride vapor • 

..QPeration 

Assuming that all leaks have been successfully patched (glyptal may be 

used) and that a satisfactor,y base vacuum (lo-5 mm) has been obtained, the 

next step is "baking-out." Radiofrequency power should be initially applied 

in short bursts, under reduced power (r.f. power control is conveniently 
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obtained by means of a variac in the plate power supply), Flow discharges 

accompanied by large increases in tank pressure will be observed; r.f. power 

should never be left on for prolonged periods under these circumstances, else 

the risk is run of crackine; the glass dee insulators. The power and length 

of application should be gradually increasrd until the vacuum remains less 

than lo-4 l1'lm with r. f. on steadily -at, perhaps 2 kv, If this cannot be easily 

attained, it may mean the presence of organic matter in the tank, such as 

grease, cuttlng oil, or rubber. Sometimes turn:l.ng on the magnetlc field 

will aid the,baking out process. 

The filament should now be turned on gradually, with the magnet on and 

r.f. off, and with perhaps 150 volts of arc bias applied. When thermionic 

emission starts, there will be some residual gas arcs, following which the 

arc voltage should be shut off until pressure returns to normal. The fila-

ment should be adjusted so that under high vacuum conditions, a moderate 

emission current (10-20 rna,) is observed with 200-300 volts arc bias. The r.f. 

power can now be turned on once again at red11ced level, and the "baking-out" 

process repeated. 

When a good vacuum (lo-4 rom) exists 1<ri th magnetic field and all power 

turned on, hydrogen may be admitted to the tank, "opening" the valvf' until 

the tank pressure rises by another ln.-4 rom, meanwhjle watching the arc current; 

(Depending on the type of valving employed, it may be nE ce:cJsary to first flqsh 

out any trapped air in the H2 system.) The arc can be "struck" by carefully 

raisin~ filam~nt current or arc voltage -- an arc of 1/2 to 1 amp at 100 to 

200 volts is usi1ally satisfactory. 

One can now start looking for a beam-- the radiofrequency and magnetic 

field are adjusted near resonance, and either one rocked back and forth until a 

current peak is indicated on the target prcbe. The probe may be pushed in closer 

to the center to facilitate locating this resonance. Then it may be withdrawn, 

meanwhile optimizing arc, filament and r.f. power by the beam current indication. 
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The target probe must show a high resistance to ground; of course, a sensitive 

galvanometer (protected by r.f. chckes and bypasses) may be used initially for 

detecting the beam current, though it should be possible to obtain a few 

microamperes deflection on a standard 0-20 microampere meter. The six-inch 

cyclotron has indicated a 7 microampere beam, at a frequency corresponding to 

about 800 kv protons. 1 t is often possiblA to obtain current rPedings due to 

ions reaching the probe by other than cyclotron paths. Thus, the authenticity 

of the beam should be checked by the sharpness of resonance as a function of 

rof. tuning and magnet currentj as well as by its sensitivity to hydrogen gae 

pressure. Background currents are generally quite insensitive, being "broad" 

in adjustment as compared to the true beam. 

Of course, the final check lies in the detection of nuclear events 

resulting from the bombardment of the target by high energy protons. Suitable 

reactions for this purpose may be found in the light isotopes -- a corivenient 

target substance would be LiF which, .when bombarded with protons, will emit 

gammas from Li with .2 Mev threshold and from F with .) Mev threshold. The 

target may be prepared by simply fusing a small amount of LiF onto a small 

stainless steel block mounted on the end of the probe. 

The size of the machine depends on its purpose, of course. For educational 

a·pplications a six to nine-inch pole piece is an economical range; for inducing 

light elf"ment reactions, it is probably "'rorthwhile thinking of a sornel<rhat 

larger machine, eay, 12 to 15 inches, so that at least enough energy is 

available for some neutron yielding; reactions. In this size, the economics 

of magnet construction require "tighter" design than has been set forth here. 

Since more space is available, somewhat fancier tank construct:i.on also becomes 

possible. 

This description of design and operation is meant to be a guide. Individual 

cases will no doubt require their own variations from this pattern • 

.. , .. :-
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TABLE I 

Magnet Design Data 

Hodulus of F.lastici ty - 7 ~bs \ 2 
. 

\lDChl 

Specific Weight - lbs. 
(inch)3 

Resistiv:l.ty at 20° C - Ohm-Inches 

RP.sisti.vi ty at 1.,0° C - Ohm-Inches 

Hpat Conductivity at 20° C -
Inches °C 

Specific HP.at at 200 C _ v!att-S~conds 
---u;~:oc-

oc Lin. Coeff. of Thermal Expansion 

Annealed Copper 

17.5 X 106 

0.322 

o.679 x 1o-6 

o. 732 x lo-6 

l7h.9 

-6 16,8 X 10 

Formulas Independent of Material 

Ampere-Turns = 2.02 x gauss x inches gap 

UCRL-476 

I 

99.9B% Silver 

11.5 X 106 

0.3AO 

O.f-1.!1 X 10-6 

0,690 X 10~6 

10.52 

1n.s. 9 

Lbs. force on conductor = 1/1750 x kilogauss x amperes x inches length 

Lbs. force bet't.~een pole faces = 1/l. 735 (kilogauss) 2 x (inchr.s2 area) 

Formulas for Copper and Silver at 40° C Mean Ten,perature 

(O.llA)Cu 0 · 
Kilowatt-Tons "' .>--(1-lega-ampere tnrns)'- (inches mean turn.length)2 

Amps 

' Inches2 

(9 13l)Ag _ 

(h69)Cu ~0'~~ 
/ 'J:'O'lS 

(525)Ag 

2 = (? .130) Cu )-v{Kilovratts) (Tons) Inches condnctor area 
(l.903)Ag (Volts) (Parallel paths) 

2 (0.73l)Cu Inches conductor area "' 
(0.689)Ag 

(TJJega-ampere turns) (In. mean turn lrc:_~.e!~ 

(Volts) (Parallel paths) 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 

Formulas for a Rectangular Conductor Losing Heat from Two Edges 

°C heating at center ~ 
of conductor 

Wattrs 
Inches2 edge surface 

(40° C Mean Temperature) 

( •00940) Cu>-lo-6 (Inches width of conductor)2 (Amperes)
2 

(.0082l)Ag lnchea2 

(0~366) Cu'-.., " ) 
(OoJ4S)Ag~ lo-b (Inches width of conductor ·(:Amperes)

2 

Inches2 

.. 

._ 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com 6 

m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contracto; prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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